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SCHEDULER
MAKING SURE YOUR
CUSTOMERS NEVER
MISS OUT

SCHEDULER

CALL US ON 0333 566 0000

GET BOOKING
24/7, MADE EASY

Scheduler is an automated application for tickets, bookings, reservations and
appointments that utilises natural speech technology for the very best caller
experience and natural interaction.
It is simple to use and connects with payments so means you can take more
bookings 24/7, and it's PCI compliant, so you and your customers can trust
it's secure.
Full reporting is available via a secure web portal, so you can see what
customers are wanting to book, and when the most popular time is, plus
many more key insights that help you enhance the customer journey.
In this guide, we'll go through everything you need to know about our
booking app, and why it's right for you.
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Do you have high no show rates? Want to significantly reduce
this and increase your revenue? Of course you do, right!
Scheduler includes auto-wait list features which enables
customers to be informed when their chosen day and time
booking becomes available, and will also let them know if their
chosen seat (great for sporting/ entertainment events) becomes
available, and enables them to accept or reject this.

GET 100%
OCCUPANCY

All this is integrated into your back end systems so your agents
know what has been booked, and what is still available, meaning
there is no double booking, and you are making sure you get full
occupancy every time.
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Processed without the involvement of any staff resource, so your
agents can focus on the important customer care services, that
increase your brand loyalty.
Scheduler can be integrated to connect and work with your APIs,

INTEGRATION
FOR
REAL-TIME
UPDATES

booking or ticketing systems, calendars, diaries, and payment
apps that are PCI compliant.
Updates are made in real-time.It's quick, simple and easy to use.
Saving time and money for both your business and your callers.
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Scheduler allows you to provide service to customers 24/7 with
the ability to make, check, cancel, request emergency
appointments and bookings without incurring additional staffing
costs.
A great fit for any industry that takes bookings, but a perfect fit
for healthcare industries, as when you get that major tooth pain
at 2am your customers can call and request an emergency
appointment.
So, when the surgery opens up the customers tooth pain can be

24/7
ALWAYS ON

seen to as quickly as possible, making everyone happy all round.

We hope this short guide helps you with considering a
booking app for your business.

If you need help - or simply have a question we'd be more
than happy to chat to you. Give us a call or drop Maxine an
email.
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ABOUT US
CALL US 0333 566 0000 OR EMAIL
MAXINE@MAXNET.CO.UK
We develop automated, self-service solutions. Technology that
makes life easier for your agents and customers. Self-service
applications that enable businesses to reduce customer service
costs through automation, across all channels - voice, chat,
sms.
From IVA, IVR, chatbots and voice assistants to biometrics, our
solutions allow businesses to create customer experiences that
exceed expectations at all levels. Our dedicated in-house
development team are experts in automated, self-learning AI
technologies that help businesses perform better. In the Cloud,
on-premises: any way our clients want it.
We deploy our solutions around the World, with a local
approach, a personal touch. And support our global clients in
exactly the same way, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

